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The Tannaka-Krein duality theory, completed in 1949, establishes a 
duality between compact groups and block or Krein algebras. Despite the 
length of time it has been available, as Hewitt and Ross [9] remark, 
“mathematicians have used [it] very little, and [it has] not as yet contributed 
to harmonic analysis on compact non-Abelian groups as the Pontrjagin-van 
Kampen theorem has done for locally compact Abelian groups.” 
An important reason for this is that the definition of a Krein algebra is 
cumbersome involving six fairly technical axioms on top of its being a 
commutative *-algebra. But apart from this, aficionados of category theory 
would assert that the full strength of the Tannaka-Krein theory has not as 
yet been uncovered since there has been no description of the behaviour of 
the associated morphisms, nor have they even been defined. (They have been 
defined by Suzuki [ 191 and Hofmann [ 121 for ,variants of a Krein algebra, 
however, the latter case involving cogebras. Some applications of the former 
case have been given by Hewitt and Ross [lo, (30.57-8)].) 
In 1942, Eilenberg and MacLane [ 31 showed that as well as giving a 
duality between locally compact abelian groups, the Pontrjagin-van Kampen 
theorem also led to a duality between their homomorphisms and that the two 
dualities fitted together in a “natural” manner. We begin this paper by 
carrying through an analogous programme for compact groups and Krein 
algebras, one of the aims being to make the Tannaka-Krein theory concep- 
tually simpler and more useful for harmonic analysis on compact groups. 
Suppose that to each compact group G we attach a space E(G) of 
functions (or measures or distributions). One approach to the Tannaka- 
Krein theory is via the following two questions: What structure must E(G) 
and E(H) possess so that if they are isomorphs, then so are G and H? How 
“minimal” can the structure be and still have this property? 
To begin with we know that E(G) must have more structure than the ring 
C,(G) of continuous real-valued functions on G since C,(G) and C,(H) 
isomorphic only implies that G and H are isomorphic as topological spaces. 
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However, if we turn to C(G), the continuous complex-valued functions on G, 
and introduce the fact that it is a Banach algebra (with the supremum norm 
and convolution product), then Edwards [2] has shown that C(G) and C(H) 
isometrically isomorphic implies that G and H are isomorphic as topological 
groups. In fact, various results by Kawada, Wendel, Johnson, Strichartz, 
Gaudry and others have shown quite generally that it is possible to capture 
in E(G) the multiplicative properties of G by supposing that E(G) is a 
convolution algebra. (See [5] for a brief survey of these results.) 
Since, in a sense, we are asking that E(G) be a dual of G, roughly 
speaking we would expect any product in G to give rise to a coproduct in 
E(G). This leads to a more algebraic approach to the above questions, via 
cogebras and Hopf algebras. Yet on one level the two approaches are closely 
related. For example, the work of Varopoulos, Herz, Rieffel, Gilbert and 
others has shown the intimate connection between convolution on C(G), say, 
and the various tensor products of C(G) with itself. To stretch a point, the 
relationship is established via the operator P: C(G) @ C(G) + C(G) defined 
by f@ g ~+f* g. (Generally @ is normed by the greatest or least cross- 
norm, but a new and powerful approach to convolution-operator theory was 
recently developed by Gilbert [6] by using an arbitrary tensorial norm.) But 
now we are close to coproducts. For example, if G is compact and 0, 
denotes the completion in the least cross-norm, we may define a coproduct 
on C(G) (this time a Banach algebra under pointwise products) by 
A: C(G) + C(G x G) FZ C(G) GA C(G), 
where ddf)(x, v) =f(xy) for each fE C(G) and X, y E G. 
In this approach, one of the primary criteria that E(G) is the “right” 
cogebra is the availability of a proof that E(G x G) z E(G) ajp E(G) for a 
suitable tensorial norm 0,. Notice that Hochschild [ 11, p. 261 and 
Hofmann [ 121 show this for E(G) as the space ZG of trigonometric 
polynomials on G and 0, the algebraic tensor product of vector spaces. In 
these cases there are three steps. Firstly, E(G) is established as some form of 
cogebra or Hopf algebra; secondly, these objects are abstractly charac- 
terized; and thirdly, G is shown to be determined by E(G). Hofmann [ 12, 
11.1 and 13.91 also shows that the category of compact groups and the 
categories of his particular Hopf algebras are in duality. Hypergroups 
provide a related approach [ 161. 
Various other dualities have been developed by Kac, Ernest, Tatsuuma, 
Takesaki and many others, but the pinnacle would seem to be occupied by 
the recent work of Enock and Schwartz [4] who show that the category of 
certain Hopf-von Neumann algebras, referred to as Kac algebras, is self- 
dual. This is the first duality since the Pontrjagin-van Kampen theorem in 
which the category is self-dual, but it also appears to contain all the other 
dualities in harmonic analysis involving groups. 
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Finally we come to the Tannaka-Krein approach, the concern of this 
paper. Here the underlying space of the dual of a compact group G is ZG, 
the commutative *-algebra of trigonometric polynomials on G, the product 
being pointwise multiplication and the involution complex-conjugation. The 
extra structure given to 2G is a particular basis (of “coordinate” functions) 
which enables one to read off immediately the continuous representations of 
G and many of their properties. Thus it would seem to be a dual well-suited 
to many problems in harmonic analysis on compact groups. With such 
structure, 2G is referred to as a Krein algebra. 
Turning to the contents of the paper, in Section 1 we introduce Krein 
algebras, define their homomorphisms and isomorphisms, and form KrAlg, 
the category of Krein algebras. In Section 2 we build on the results of 
Tannaka and Krein to show that CompGrp, the category of compact groups 
and continuous homomorphisms, and KrAlg are in duality. In this regard, 
since 2G E C(G), it is useful to think of the relation between a compact 
group G and 2G as analogous to that between a compact space X and C(X). 
For example, Corollary 2.7 says that 4: 2G -+ 2H is a morphism (of Krein 
algebras) if and only if there exists a continuous homomorphismf: H+ G so 
that 4(t) = t of for each t E ZG. This parallels precisely the well-known case 
for compact spaces. 
Section 3 is a collection of basic algebraic results for our two categories. 
In Section 4 the notions of Krein subalgebras and annihilators are introduced 
to show that the canonical functor %: CompGrp + KrAlg establishes a 
bijection between quotients of a compact group G and Krein subalgebras of 
2G. Section 5 contains the dual of this result, namely, that 2 gives a 
bijection between closed normal subgroups of a compact group G and Krein 
quotients of 2G. Finally mention is made of the analogies in KrAlg of the 
standard isomorphism theorems for quotients. 
A complete and detailed treatment of the classical (that is, object) 
Tannaka-Krein duality theory has been presented by Hewitt and Ross [9; 
10, Chap. VII]. It will be assumed that the reader will be familiar with these 
references and with the basic notions of category theory (such as in [7] or 
[141). 
Finally we point out that our aim is not to study Krein algebras in vitro, 
but to develop and refine some aspects of their theory which appear to be 
useful for harmonic analysis on compact groups. We thank John McMullen 
for a number of helpful discussions. Also we are grateful to Saunders 
MacLane since the idea of looking at Tannaka-Krein duality from a 
categorical point of view grew from a conversation the last-named author 
had with him in Canberra. 
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1. %iE cATB83OIW OF #REthI A"LGEBItAS 
:h this se&ion kve introduce the deflltions necessary to form tha category 
of KreIn al&bras. The conoept of aKseIn algebra is an abstraction of 
central (andi definitke) properties of’ the ,caordmate functions of the 
continuous 4iWat-y irtxxl&ible tep%esentationa 8 ofi a.compact group. The fact 
that thedrepresetttatkmstias*I;faU into equkalence classes in-a canonical manner 
suggests that these equivalence classes should be reflected in some way in 
our delkitions. .’ 
1.1. Kreh-algebra representraEives. Let A be a commutative *-algebra 
over the field C of complex numbers, with multi@icative unit 1. Suppose that 
A, as a linear space, has a basis B with the following properties: 
(K,) The set B is the union of pairwise disjoint sets V” E {t)i” lj, k = 
l,..., d(v)], where Y runs through a nonvoid ,index set N and each d(v) is a 
positive integer. dith each V” we associate the ‘matrix (uJk)$‘~ 1 of elements 
of A, and we write this matrix also as v”. 
(K,) Among the matrices V” there is the 1 x 1 matrix (1). 
(K,) For every v E N there exists Ve N and S, E U@(V)), the group 
of d(v) x d(v) unitary matrices, such that S:‘(vV)*S,= p. (Here (V”)* is 
the matrix ((u~J*)$~~ 1 * ) 
(K4) For every pair of elements ~1, v of N there is a matrix T,, E 
U(d(a) d(v)) and‘s seq&t&’ (vi ,;.i, ; v ,“) of elements’of Nsuch that the tensor 
product matrix V‘ @ V” is .equal to 
(KS) In the decomposition (K,) of V:,@ 4V” the matrix (1) appears at 
most once, and this if and only if V” = S-‘(P)*S for some S E U@(U)). 
(K6) The orthogonality relations 
sf~.YI’,u;,(u;,)* = a,, .l (j, k = l,..., d(u)) 
are valid for each Y”. 
The triple (A, B, N) is called a Krehalgeh representative and the V” are 
called blocks. The above axioms also ensure in an obvious manner that N is 
a reversible hypergroup in the sense of [la]. 
1.2. EXAMPLE. Suppose that G is a (I-IauklorlI) compact group and let 
6= Z(G) denote the set of equivalence classes of &ntinuous unitary 
irreducible representations of 10. Choose a member of each d E Z, write .it in 
matrix form v” = (u;Jf’& with respect to some orthonormal basis, and let 
607/43/3-3 
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B consist of all the “coordinate functions” on G so formed. In other words, 
B is the set of functions x ++ u$(x), where u E Z and 1 <j, k <d(a). The 
linear span of these functions is independent of the selected members of each 
u and of the particular orthonormal bases. It is called the space of 
trigonometric polynomials on G and is closed under pointwise multiplication 
and complex-conjugation. Denote it by 2(G). The triple (2(G), B, C) is a 
Krein-algebra representative. (Full details may be found in [ 10, (30.8)].) 
We now turn to morphisms, their definitions being guided by the desire to 
have Krein-algebra representatives arising as above from compact groups 
isomorphic if and only if the groups are isomorphic. 
1.3. Morphisms of Krein-algebra representatives. (a) Suppose that 
(A, B, N) and (A ‘, B’, N’) are Krein-algebra representatives. A map 
(: (A, B, N) -+ (A’, B’, N’) is called a homomorphism if: 
(i) it is a *-algebra homomorphism 4: A -+ A’; and 
(ii) for each v E N there exists a sequence @i,...,,~,) of elements of N’ 
and a matrix R, E U@(v)) such that 
R;‘ti(V”) R, = VW’ @ a.. @ V’@p, 
where #(I’“) is the matrix (#(u~J)~~~, and V“‘I is the matrix (or block) 
corresponding to y, E N’. 
(b) A map 4: (A, B, N) -+ (A’, B’, N’) is called an isomorphism if: 
(i) it is a *-algebra isomorphism 4: A + A’; and 
(ii) there exists a bijection 8: N + N’ such that for each v E N there 
exists R, E U(d(v)) with 
R;‘((?‘“) R, = V”(“). 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Suppose that G and Z are as in 1.2. In general, each 
u E Z contains more than one member and each of these may be written in 
matrix form in a variety of ways. Hence the set B of the corresponding coor- 
dinate functions is likely to vary considerably. Even so, every two matrix 
representations arising from a given u E Z: must be unitarily equivalent. It 
thus follows that all Krein-algebra representatives (‘X(G), B, Z), formed as in 
1.2, are isomorphic. 
A consequence of the Tannaka-Krein theorem is that every Krein-algebra 
representative also arises in this way. 
1.5. Clearly the homomorphisms and isomorphisms defined in 1.3 are 
each closed under composition. Also a homomorphism is an isomorphism if 
and only if it has both a left and a right inverse. (The forward implication is 
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obvious: Supgosa t&(-9: (A, B, IV) 41(.4 ‘, B’, N’) is a homonu+&n with a 
left and a right inverse. These inverses must be ideutical and 80 there exists a 
hom&mrphiam IJC(AY;&*&‘)-)(A,B,N) with yojt-l,and #aw=l’, 
where 1 and 1’ are the identity isomorphisms on (A,B,N) and (A’, B’, N’), 
respective@. Clearly, /:, A ;t A ’ is ,a *-algebra isomorphism. 
For each v E N we know there exists R, E U@(v)) and a sequence 
Q,,...,Q of elements in N’ so that 
Hence 
Since each v( V”‘,) also decomposes in this manner, the right side becomes a 
linear combination of basis elements in B. This is only possible if we have a 
map &,N-, N’ with 
#(vy “A, V’B(“)R; t (1.1) 
for some R, E U@(v)& It remains to show that 9 is .bijective. 
Suppose that v,,u E N with B(u) = 19(u). Singe vu = ly#(V”) = 
R,w(V’~‘“‘)R;’ and similarly for p, R;‘V”R,=R;‘PR, and so V=,U 
since we are dealing With basis elements. Turning to the surjectivity of 19 
choose ,u E N’. Arguing as above we know there exists v E N and T,, E 
U(dY,u)) so thtt~ w( h’“) = T, vp”T;; ‘. Hence 
vi: = #y(V’“)= 2;g(vy T,-’ 
= T,+t~“bi+T-l’ 
” Y by (1.1) 
and so ,p = 6(v); showing that ,$ is au isornorphism, This completes the 
reverse im#if@ion. 
1.6. Kiein afgebms. We call two Krein-algebra representatives (A, B, N) 
and (A’! B’, N’) ‘equivalent if A’= A’ arrd th3 ‘identity map ii A -+ A’ is an 
isomofphism fr& (A: B, N) to (A’, B’, N’). A Kt&%+r dgebru is defined ris an 
equivalence class of Krein~algebr$ representatives;’ If (A, B, N) is a Krein- 
algebra represe&ive, by a niild’&use of notation we denote its eqGvalence 
class by [A] or sometimes mti$by A. 
From 1.2 and 1.4 we see,that all the Krein,@gebra representatives formed 
from a single compact group are not only isomorphic, they are equivalent. 
A map 4: [A] 4 [A’] bet ween Krein algq+w. ig xzuled 8 hwrwmorphism 
[resp. isomorphism] if there exist representatives (A, B, N) and (A’, B’, N’) 
of PI ami [A’], respectively, so that 4: (A, B, N)4 (A’, B’, N’) is a 
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homomorphism [resp. isomorphism]. In, view of 1.3(a) we get equivalent 
definitions if “some” is replaced by “all.” 
The propositions of 1.5 translate directly into the language of Krein 
algebras: 
1.7. LEMMA. (a) Homomorphisms and isomorphisms of Krein algebras 
are each closed under composition. 
(b) A homomorphism of Krein algebras is an isomorphism if and only 
ifit has a left and a right inverse. 
1.8. Category of Krein algebras. It is immediate from the preceding 
lemma that the collection of (small) Krein algebras (as objects) and their 
homomorphisms (as arrows) forms a category. We call it the category of 
Krein algebras and denote it by KrAlg. 
1.9. Remarks. Apparently homomorphisms of Krein algebras (or their 
representatives) have not been defined previously. (However, Suzuki [ 191 
and Hofmann [ 121 defined them in related situations.) An alternative 
definition of isomorphisms of Krein-algebra representatives has been given 
by Hewitt and Ross [ 10, (30.6)] (this definition being indicated in [9, 131). 
In this definition (A, B, N) and (A’, B’, N’) are isomorphic if there exists a 
map 4: A + A’ satisfying property (i) of 1.3(b) with (ii) replaced by: 
(ii)’ there exists a bijection 8: N--f N’ such that 
#(VU) = V’B(“’ for all v E N. 
We will refer to this as a basis isomorphism. Clearly every basis 
isomorphism is an isomorphism. The following example shows that the 
converse does not hold. In the remainder we choose to work with definition 
1.3(b) since it is more natural (!) for the study of the categories of compact 
groups and Krein algebras. 
1.10. EXAMPLE. For each n E N = { 1, 2,...) let R(“): SU(2)+ U(n) be a 
continuous irreducible representation. It is well-known that such represen- 
tations exist and that there is precisely one in each equivalence class in 
Z(SU(2)) [lo]. Let B be the corresponding set of coordinate functions 
obtained from the set {R’“’ 1 n EN}. The triple @(N(Z)), B, N) is a 
representative of the Krein algebra Z(SU(2)) (see 2.1). 
To construct another representative first note that R’*’ @ R’*’ is equivalent 
to R”’ @ Rt3’ [ 10, (29.26)] and so there exists U E U(4) satisfying 
R’*‘@R(*)= U-‘(R”‘@R’3’)U. (1.2) 
Choose VE U(3) with the property: 
(1.3) 
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Now let B’ denote the set of coordinate functions arising from the matrix 
representations {S} U {R’“’ ( n E N\{3}}. Then @(W(2)), B’, N) is also a 
repnrsentative of the Krein~algebra Z(SU(2)). Moreover, these two represen- 
tatives are isomorphic, but are not basis-isomarphic. 
Proof: The fact that they are isomorphic follows from 1.4 above. Now 
wpqse that 4: (X(SU(2)), B, N) 7 (Z(SU(2)), B’, N) is a basis 
isomorphism. Since there is prec’sely one member of <(W(2)) of dimension 
4 n for each n E N, the map 8 in 1.9(ii)’ must be the identity and so #(R’“‘) = 
R(“) for n E N\(3) and Q(RO’) = S. Since # is an algebra isomorphism, this 
implies that 
#(I@ @P’) ,R(*’ @ RQ’, (1.4) 
where by the left side we mean 4 acting. entry-wise on R(” @ R”‘. Using 
(1.2) and the linearity of /, the left side of (1.4) equals 
#(U-‘(R”’ @ Rt3’):U) = U-‘(#fR(“) @ j$(R”‘))U 
= U-‘(R(l) @ S)U. 
Substituting back in (1.4) and using (1.2) yields 
U-‘(R”‘@S)&R’*‘@R’*‘= u-‘(R” @R’j’)u 
and hence S = Rt3’, contradicting (1.3). @ 
The following result clarifies the relationship between the two definitions. 
1.11. PROPOSITION. If [A] and [A ‘1 are Krein algebras, then rhey are 
isomorphic if and only iffor each representative (A, B, N) of [A] there exists 
Q representative (A’, B’, N’) of [A’] such that (A, B, IV) and (A’, B’, N’) are 
basis-isomorphic. 
ProoJ: The reverse implication is immediate since basis isomorphs are 
isomorphs. Now’ suppose that +: [A] -) [A’] is an isomorphism and that 
(A, B, N) is a representative of [A]. Define a basis B’ for A’ by ($(vj;‘) 1 
v E N, j, k E {l, 2 ,..., d(v)}). Evidently (A’, B’,N) is a K&n-algebra 
representative which is basis-isomorphic with (A, B, N) via 4. It remains to 
prove that it is a representative of [A’]. But this is obvious since if 
(A’, B”, N”) is a representative of [A’] then it is isomorphic with (A, B, IV) 
via #, whence i: (A’, B”, N”) + (A’, B’, N) is an isomorphism. ! 
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2. THE DUALITY THEOREM 
Let CompGrp denote the category with (small) compact groups as objects 
and continuous group homomorphisms as arrows. (Throughout, compact 
groups will be assumed Hausdorff.) The aim of this section is to show that 
KrAlg and CompGrp are “dual” categories (Theorem 2.6). In other words, 
our aim is to construct contravariant functors 8: KrAlg -+ CompGrp and 
2: CompGrp + KrAlg so that 8 0 2 is naturally equivalent to the identity 
functor on CompGrp and 2 o d is naturally equivalent to the identity 
functor on KrAlg. Since the classical Tannaka-Krein theory displays a 
duality between compact groups and Krein algebras, our task is essentially 
one of showing a similar duality between their homomorphisms. 
2.1. Duality of objects. For each compact group G form the family of 
Krein-algebra representatives (‘X(G), B, Z) as in 1.2. As explained in 1.6, 
these are all equivalent so that there corresponds a unique Krein algebra 
with them as representatives-denote it by 2(G). (Strictly speaking it should 
be [2(G)].) In other words, to each compact group G we have associated a 
Krein algebra 2(G) which is independent of any particular selection of its 
representations. 
In the opposite direction, if [A] is a Krein algebra, define @(A) as the set 
of (nonzero) multiplicative linear *-functionals on A. For each u E A define 
u”: B(A)+ C by u^(@) = Q(u) for all @ in @(A). Equip (s(A) with the 
weakest topology under which each u^ is continuous. Choose a representative 
(A, B, N) of [A]. For @, Ye B(A) the relations 
(v E N; j, k = l,..., d(v)) extend linearly to define an element @!P in @(A). 
With a topology and multiplication so defined, 8(A) is a compact group [ 10, 
(30.26) and (30.27)]. (A moments reflection shows that this definition (2.1) 
of multiplication is independent of the particular representative of [A].) 
We can now state the classical Tannaka-Krein duality theorem. 
2.2. THEOREM (Tannaka [20], Krein [13]). (a) Let G be a compact 
group. For each x E G, the evaluation functional 
2: t t--+ t(x) (t E VG)) (2.2) 
belongs to @(Z(G)). Moreover, the mapping 
tf&Xl-+.t (2.3) 
is a topological isomorphism of G onto 6(2(G)). 
(b)! W [Aj $&a JO&t elgtduh Mh a tmqwesentative (A,,B;N). To 
each block V” of (A, B, N) d$fbze a continuous unitary irreducible (mat&) 
representation ?” of 0(A) by 
P: 9 k-v @(vy t@ E WA)). (2.4) 
Let B’ denote the set of coordinate functions on 0(A) arising jiwm .these 
representations. Then (A, B, N) and (20(A), B’, N) are basis-isomorphic via 
the (&n&m extensidn sf f&t+ inap 
&A: v& I-+ l?l”k (u E N; j, k = l,..., d(u)). (2.5) 
(Hence [A] and 20(A) are isomorphic h’rein algebras.) 
2.3. The ftinc&trs It,and .0. The next step is to extend the domains of 2 
and 0 to inclueb-arrows as ,well as objects. We begin with 2. Let f: G-P H 
be an arrow in CompGrp. To each t E 1(H) associate a map xc, Q(x)) 
from G to C and call it 3df)t. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. With the previous notation, Xdf)t E 2(G) for 
t E 2(H) and 
Z(f): Z(H) -+ 2(G) 
is a Krein-algebra hdmomorphism. Hence 2: CompCirpiKrAlg is a 
contravariant functor. 
Proof: Form (Z(G), B@&C(G)) and (2(N), B(H), Z(H)) as in 1.2. Each 
Vu, u E Z(H), is .,a matrix with entries in B(H); the map x I-+ Vu -of(x) is a 
continuous unitary (matrix) representation of G. It is unitarily equivalent to 
a finite d~ect sum of irreducibltiraptesentations [ 10 ] and so there must exist 
W, E U(d(o)) and a sequence @ , ,..., NJ of elements in Z(G) so that 
T(J)(V)= Vof= W,(V”‘@...@V) W,-‘. (2.6) 
Hence each member of B(H) is, map@ to a Rnite linear combination of 
members of B(G) showing that T(J) sends trigonometric polynomials to 
trigonometric polynomials. It is Use .readily seen. that 2(f): 5(H) --f Z(G) is 
a *-homomorphism and (2.6) is precisely that fact needed to complete the 
~r&dtatr-Qlo 4 ,a Qeklgobm~~~cephganQmoephism. 
.Str; ien:-now obokxu . th& t% m-, KrAig is a contravariant 
functor. I 
Now turn to 0, .Suppose thqt [A] and, @,‘J are KreIn algebras and that 
(6: [A] + [A’] is a homorh&phism. For each 4%0(A’) define a map 
u t+ @v(u)) from A into C ar&@l, it 0(&e, 
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2.5. PROPOSITION. With the previous notation, 8($)@ E B(A) for all 
@E @(A’) and 
B(4): B(A’) + B(A) 
is a continuous group homomorphism. Hence 8: KrAlg + CompGrp is a 
contravariant functor. 
Proof: The fact that 8($)@ is a multiplicative linear *-functional (on A) 
follows from the same property for @. Hence G(4) sends each C? in @(A’) to 
8(A) as asserted. Also @((): (5(A’) -+ B(A) is continuous. It remains to 
show that it respects multiplication. 
Let (A, B, N) and (A’, B’, N’) be representatives of [A] and [A’], respec- 
tively. Since 4: [A] -+ [A’] is a Krein-algebra homomorphism, for each v E N 
there exists by 1.3 and 1.6 a sequence @i,...,,~,) of elements of N’ and a 
matrix R, E U@(v)) such that 
R;‘#(?‘“) R, = VLL’ @ --. @ Vrp. (2.7) 
Suppose 0, YE %(A’). Then 
qo(@ul): if” h (@y? W”) by definition of G(4) 
= (@Y)(R,(V”” @ -.- @ VP) R;‘) by (2.7) 
= R,((@Y) V““ @ --a 0 (@Y) V“‘p) R;’ 
= R,(@(V’“‘) Y(V”‘l) @ . . . @ @(V“Q) !P(V”‘~))R;’ by (2.1) 
=R,(@(V”‘) @ .a. @ @(V“‘p))(Y(V”“) @ --. @ Y(V“‘p)) R;’ 
= @(Ry(V’L(’ @ . . . @ V”+) R;‘) Y(R,(V’“’ 0 .-a @ V“‘r) R;‘) 
= @(W”>) %v>) by (2.7) 
= W) WY ’ wo WY 
= P(4) @ * W$) YW”) by (2.1). 
It is now immediate that (5 is a functor. 1 
2.6. DUALITY THEOREM. The categories CompGrp and KrAlg are dual. 
Specifically, n = (na) and E = (8”) as deJlned in (2.3) and (2.5), respectively, 
are natural equivalences 
where I denotes the appropriate identity functor. 
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Frt$ All that is needed is to prove the commutativity of the following 
diagrams: 
GA tfioZ(G) [Al & !X:oB(A) 
1 I 
6&f, 4 
1 I 
206(O) 
H--&+ 002(H) iA’1 EA’ ZoB(A’) 
for anrowsf: G -+ H in CompGrp and 4: [A] + [A’] in KrAlg. 1 
2.7. COROLLARY. Zf .+: Z(G)+ 2(H) is a map, then it is a morphism in 
KrAlg if and only tf there exists a (unique) morphism f: H + G in CompGrp 
with 4(t) = t 0 f for each t E 2(G). 
-3. BASIC PROPERTIES 
Here we collect together some useful properties of CompGrp which show 
that it is “algebraic” in the sense of 17, Sect. 321. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. (i) CompGrp is balanced, That is, any morphism 
which is both epi and mono is an isomorphism. 
(ii) A morphism f in CompGcp is mono or epi $and only if O(f) is 
injective or surfective, respectively, where q : CompGrp + Set denotes the 
obvious forgetful functor. 
(iii) Every morphism f in CoarpGrp cuts be uniquely factorized in the 
form f = g 0 h, where g is mono and h is epi. 
(iv) CompGcp has equalizers and coequalizers. 
(v) 0: CompGip + Set has a left adjoint. 
Proof. Properties (i) and (iv) are routine. Only the half of (ii) asserting 
that epi implies surjectivity needs any comment and this was proved recently 
by Poguntke [ 171 and Reid [ 181 independently. This is then used in the 
proof of the uniqueness of the decomposition in (iii). 
To prove (v), for any set X equip it with the discrete topology and form its 
corresponding free topological group S(x). Next form the Bohr compac- 
titication of this group; oah it t&Y). The universal, properties of free 
topological .gro@s [8, (8.8)] and the Bohr compactification operator [ l] 
show that for, any morphism f: X + Y ,iR Set there is a morphism Q(X) + 
&(Y) in CompGqs ;which comnmtes with the canonical. functions X + t&Y), 
Y4 G(Y). Cali this morphism ‘6u). It is routine to check that (t: Set --) 
CompGrp is the functor whose existence is asserted in (v). 1 
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3.2. Remarks. (a) It follows from 3.1 that CompGrp is algebraic in 
the sense of [7, Sect. 321. 
(b) Properties (i), (iii) and ( iv are self-dual and so are also valid in ) 
KrAlg. We will see in 4.3 that (ii) is also valid in KrAlg. 
(c) It is also possible to construct a Krein algebra of an arbitrary 
topological group by forming directly the Krein algebra of the Bohr compac- 
tilication as the linear span of the coordinate functions of a pairwise 
maximal set of continuous unitary irreducible representations of G offinite 
degree. The only step in showing that this is a Krein algebra which may not 
be immediately obvious is that the coordinate functions are linearly 
independent. It can be achieved by reduction to the compact case. 
4. KRE~N SUBALGEBRAS AND ANNIHILATORS 
The fact that a morphism in CompGrp or KrAlg is epi or mono if and 
only if its “partner” in the dual category is mono or epi, respectively, is used 
repeatedly in the applications. For example, it is shown that a morphism in 
KrAlg is mono if and only if it is an injection and epi if and only if it is a 
surjection by transferring the analogous properties from CompGrp. To do 
this we will need the notion of a Krein subalgebra, which is then combined 
with that of annihilator to describe the duals of quotients of compact groups. 
4.1. Krein subalgebras. If [A] and [J] are Krein algebras, then [J] is a 
Krein subalgebra of [A] if J is a subset of A and the canonical injection 
j: [J] + [A] is a morphism. 
The following lemma shows that either an entire block belongs to a Krein 
subalgebra or none of it does. 
LEMMA. If [A] and [A’] are Krein algebras, [A] with a representative 
(A, B, N), then [A’] is a Krein subalgebra of [A] if and only if it has a 
representative (A’, B’, N’) satisfying 
A’ is a *-subalgebra of A, 
Bt = BnA’, N’sN. 
4.2. Ideals. To each Krein subalgebra [A’] of [A] we form another 
subset of [A] called the ideal corresponding to [A’]. It is denoted by 3[A’] 
or 3(A’) and is formed in the following way. Suppose that (A, B, N) is a 
representative of [A] and that (A’, B’, N’) is the representative of [A’] 
described in the preceding lemma. Then 3(A’) is the set of u E A so that 
G(u) = 0 for all multiplicative linear *-functionals @ on A satisfying 
@(V”)=Ifor oEN’. 
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We will. see shortly that %(A ‘)can.be described aa the set of trigonometric 
polynomials which vanish on a particular set and heoce that it is a *&ideal of 
A. 
4.3. Zznuges. An @mediate consequence of the lemma in 4.1 is that if 
#:,[A’] -) [A] is a morphism in ICrA& then the image, im(#), of [A’] under 0 
equipped with the structure inducedi from [A] is a Krein subalgebra of [A]. 
From this and the fact that (epi, mono)-factorizations in KrAIg are unique 
(see 3.2(b)) we have that each epi in KrAlg is surjective while each mono is 
injective. 
By transferring the results to the Tannaka-Suzuki framework, part (a) of 
the following corollary improves (30.58)(b) of [lo] while part (b) is a minor 
correction to (3058)(c). 
COROLLARY. (a) A morphism f in CompGrp ir iqjective if and only if 
Zf is surjective. 
(b) A morphiqn,,J in CanpGrp is suuective if and only if Zf is 
injective. 
4.4. Generators. For each subset W of a Krein algebra [A], let (W) 
denote the smallest Krein subalgebra of [A] containing W. In view of the 
description of~KreIn subalgebas in 4.1, ( w) may .be constructed as follows 
Fix a representative (A,&, N) of [A]. The members of B when u E A is 
written as a linear combination of elements of B are called basic summa& 
of u. Define 
P = {V E N ] vJ,+ is a basic summand of some u in W}. 
Now define (P) as the smallest subset of N containing P, closed under the 
operations of conjugation described in axiom (K,) and tensor products 
followed by decomposition described in (K,). (Alternatively, (P) is the 
smallest subhypergroup of N containing P. See [HI.) Finally (IV) is the 
linear span of (I$~ E B 1 v E (P), 1 Q j, k ( d(v)}. 
4.5. Annihilators. Suppose ‘that G is a compact group and that 
(ZG, B, Z) is a’ representative of 26. 
4 
(i) Whenever S E G, the linear span of 
{vi”,EB(aEZ; 1 Qj, kgd(u), V”(x)=Zfor all xES} 
with ‘the structure induced from TG is cM&ly a Knin subalgebra of 2G. 
Denote it by Ann(‘tG, S) and observe that Ann(‘tG, S) = Amt(W3, (S)), 
where (S) denotes the smallest closed normal subgroup of G containing S. 
(ii) If W is a subset of 2G, define Ann(G, W) as the set of x in G such 
that V”(x) 3 Z for all XJ E I; with the property that vi E B is a basic 
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summand of some member of W. Clearly Ann(G, IV) = Ann(G, (IV)) and is 
a closed normal subgroup of G. 
The first three parts of the following proposition directly describe ideals 
and annihilators in terms of the behaviour of trigonometric polynomials 
while the fourth mirrors parts of (28.9) of [lo]. (In [lo] annihilators are 
studied using the pairing (G, z(G)) rather than (G, 2G). However, we do 
make essential use of these results of [lo].) 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that G, S and W are as above. 
(i) Ann(%G, S) = {t E ZG ) t is constant on cosets of (S)j. 
(ii) 3(Ann(%G, S)) = {t E 2G 1 t = 0 on (S)}. 
(iii) Ann(G, IV) = {x E G 1 t(x) = t(e) for all t in (W)}. 
(iv) (S) = Ann(G, Ann(ltG, S)), ( W) = Ann(‘ZG, Ann(G, IV)). 
Proofi We will only prove (i). Since (S) is the closure of the subgroup of 
G generated by (yxy-’ Iy E G, x E S}, P(r) = Z for all z in S implies the 
same for all z in (S). By definition each t E Ann(TtG, S) is of the form 
t: x t--t Z,,,d(a) t@(o) V”(x)), (4.1) 
where A(o) is a d(a) x d(u) matrix, tr denotes the usual trace and Q = 
(0 f L 1 P(x) = Z for all x E S}. (Since t is a trigonometric polynomial, all 
but a finite number of the A(a) are zero.) Such functions are evidently 
constant on cosets of (S). 
The reverse inclusion follows from the fact that there is a hypergroup 
isomorphism E from {u E C(G) ] V’(x) = Z for x E (S)} onto JY(G/(S)); in 
particular, a representative of u and E(U) can be chosen so that 
v~yx(s)) = V”(x) (4.2) 
for all u with P((S)) = Z and x E G. (See [ 10, (28.10)].) 
An alternative proof avoiding mention of duals of quotient groups (a 
concept dealt with below) is possible. Suppose that t is a trigonometric 
polynomial on G constant on cosets of H = (S). For each u E E choose a 
matrix representative Vu and define the corresponding Fourier coefficient as 
f(u) = I, t(x) v”(x- ‘) d&(x), 
where il, is normalized Haar measure on G. By translating this integral to 
the left and the right by elements of H we obtain 
f(u) V”(y) = f(u) = V”(y) f(u) for y E H (4.3) 
for all u E .E. We now show that P(,, #I implies that E(u) = 0. 
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This is immediate when G is ab#lb since then V” is a scalar character. In 
the general case, the main corollary to Schur’s lemma [ 10, (27. lo)] applied 
t&&8 ierCrkaclb&oomponatts of P Is ehowa-from (4.3) that &r) is (unitarily 
similar to),.&, d&uxal ma&ix. Using (4.3) ‘agzi$ a&applying Ciitford’s 
thotaretn (whiah -:-that all, the lrreduciblc components of P IH are 
eos@m of ee@&iher) shows that i(a) my Q for ,a11 u with P J,, # 1. Hence 
the spe%um of I is!@ E C 1 V”(x) = I for all x in H} so t E Ann(!XG, H) as 
required. # 
The following theorem is the interpretation in our setting of Krein algebras 
of,(28.6) ‘and (2&10) of [lo]. 
A.7, THEQRBM. Let G be a compact grw and put 1(G) = [A}. The 
jjmctor !E ~@%es a buection between quotients G/H, where H is a closed 
mfmul =su~up qf G;t md (isomorphs of) K&I subalgebras of [A]. 
Moreouer, 2(G/H) z Ann([A], H), 
Prw The first assertion follows by applying the fact “a morphism $ in 
Con@Grp is a surjection if and only if Zf is an injection” to the canonical 
projection Z’ G-t G/H. The second follows from the following lemma. 
4.8. LEMMA. If f: G + K is a morphism in Crvmp&p, then im(‘lf) = 
AnnfSG, kerf). 
Pry& Suppose t E im(3f). Then t = s of for some s E ZK whence 
t(.~)~sCf(vx))=s~(y))= t(y) for all xE l&J> and YE G. Hence 
t E &(ZWerf) by 4.W). 
In the opposite direction, each t E Ann@(G), kerf) has the form (4.1) 
with S replaced by kerf: Suppose first that f is surjective and hence that 
xke f t-, f(x) is an isomcxphism G/ker f g IL Using (4.2) we..can now 
&as&r each P’, u E Q, toa continuous unitary irreducible representation of 
K, ndy, 
V@‘“‘(f(x)) = Vco)(x ker f) = v”(x) 
for each x in G. No& define a trigonometric polynomial s on K by 
for all,fcx)~ E 1y. Since d F s of; (w)(s) = t and so t E im(lf) as require& 
Iffi G+K.:is not,surjixtive,~v@te it as-a productf==ao/I where a is an 
it&& : and, .# a surject#e morphism. Since %(a 0 fl) * Z/3 0 !Za and %a is 
sur&cti~c~, in@&) P iu@#), Qn the other hand kerf = ker /J since a is 
iqjeative. .The fact that & is ewjective cum$ines these two statements to 
complete the proof. I 
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5. KERNELS ANDQUOTIENTS 
We begin by constructing the quotient of a Krein algebra and a Krein 
subalgebra, and showing that 2 provides a bijection between closed normal 
subgroups of a compact group G and quotients of 2G. This quotient is then 
shown to have a universal property and to satisfy analogues of the usual 
isomorphism theorems for groups. This necessitates dealing with the feature 
of KrAlg that an epi is not always determined by its kernel. 
5.1. Construction of quotients. Let [A] be a Krein algebra with a Krein 
subalgebra [J]. Without loss of generality suppose that [A] = 2G and [J] = 
Z(G/H), where G is a compact group and H a closed normal subgroup (see 
Theorem 4.7). The construction of [A]//[J], the quotient of [A] by [J], 
proceeds in two steps: (i) form the underlying algebra, and (ii) equip it with 
the Krein structure. 
(i) The underlying algebra is formed by taking the quotient A/3(J) of 
A by 3;(J) in the usual way. Since Cr(J) is a *-ideal of A, the quotient is a 
commutative *-algebra. 
(ii) Since each member of Z(H) is a direct summand of a member of 
C(G) ([ 10, W-W]) or by applying 4.3(a) to the injection of H into G, 
every t E 1H can be extended to a trigonometric polynomial on G. From all 
such extensions, choose one and call it a(t). Thus /I: 2H -+A/30 defined by 
tt-+a(t)+!J(J)is a *-algebra isomorphism. Finally define [A]/,,(J] to be the 
algebra A/3(J) equipped with the Krein structure transferred to it via /I. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let G be a compact group and put 2G = [A]. The 
finctor 2 gives a bijection between closed normal subgroups H of G and 
(isomorphs of) quotients of [A] by Krein subalgebras [J]. In this case, [J] = 
Ann{ [A I, I-0. 
5.3. Kernels. The zero object in KrAlg is C (or more precisely, C{ 11) 
and so the zero map from [A,] to [A,] is the unique morphism [A,] + 
C ( 1) + [AZ]. In terms of elements it sends each basis element v> of [A, ] to 
Sj, 1. 
If #: PII + P*l is a morphism in KrAlg its kernel is defined as the 
equalizer of 4 and the zero map from [A,] to [A,]. More explicitly, it is a 
pair (j, [J]), where j: [J] + [A,] is a (mono-)morphism, so that the upper 
“square” in the following diagram commutes and if k is any morphism so 
that the lower “square” commutes, then there exists a unique k’ so that the 
diagram commutes. 
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By dualizing, it is clear that the kernel of # is equal to the image under 2 of 
the cokernel off, where 4 x &K. Since we are in a concrete category with 
images being objects, as usual we ,identify tha.kernel with the image of [J] in 
[A,] ast&r, j. Denote this Krein subalgebra by ker(#). Concretely it is the 
linear span of {u;EB, ]#(t$J=&.l}, where (A,,B,,N,) is a represen- 
tative of [A,]. 
The following proposition lists the main relationships between images and 
ksgds; I(Part ($&ia Lemma 4.f8, while the pairs (a), (d) and (b), (c) are each 
eq#v&nt by 4Ai(iv). Part (c) follows from 4.7 and the fact that ker(7f) = 
W~fh). 
5.4. PRO~~ITION. Smppwe that f: G + H ‘is a morphism in Can-. 
Then 
(a) +j’=,AWG, WXf)X 
<i;) (imf) = Ant@& ker(?f)), 
(c) ker 2f= Ann(ZH, (imf)), 
(d) im Zf = AM(ZG, kerf). 
5.5. Projections and regular epimorphisms. Part (c) of the preceding 
result shows that not every epi in KrA& is determined by its kernel. Only 
those of the form If, wher6.f is a mono and imf a normal subgroup of the 
domain, have this ~p~$&@. For a morphism f this is equivalent to its 
being a kernel (or vb$ng a cokemel). As usual, such a mono in CoskipGcp 
(or epi in KrAlg) is tailed regular [7,16.13]. 
Suppose&at [J] is a Krein subalgebra of [A]. Without loss of generality 
take [A ] *k!XG and [J] = Ann([A 1, If), where H is a closed normal subgroup 
of a compact group G. By 5.2, 1H = [A]//[J]; define the canonkal 
prgiectfon x of’ 1.41 onto [&‘[J] as T(i), where i is the injection H+ G. We 
can interpret n as either sending t E 2(G) 5 [A] to t + 3(J) or to its 
restrictionto H. 
5.6. P~csosrzxxc Wlt~ notmtton as above, A: [A] -+ [A]//[51 is a regzdar 
epimorphism with ker a = [J]. If 4: [A] + [A’] is a moTphlsm with [J] E 
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ker 4, then there exists a unique morphism 4’: [A]//[J] + [A’] with 
#=@On. 
5.7. COROLLARY (First isomorphism theorem). If (: [A] -+ [A’] is any 
epi with kernel [J], then 4’ in the preceding proposition is also epi. Moreover, 
qY is an isomorphism if and only if $ is regular. 
Proof (of 5.6 and 5.7). The first sentence of 5.6 follows from the 
preceding discussion and 5.4(c). To prove the remainder of 5.6 assume 
$: [A] + [A’] is a morphism. Without loss of generality, take [A] =2G, 
[J] = Ann(ZG, H), and $ = Zf, where H is a closed normal subgroup of a 
compact group G, G’ a compact group and f: G’ + G a morphism. Since 
ker 4 = Ann(ltG, (imf)), [J] E ker $ implies that Hr> imf: The required 0’ 
is merely Zf ‘, where f ‘: G’ + H is defined by restricting the codomain off to 
H. 
Proceeding to 5.7, evidently d epi implies the same for 4’. Moreover, since 
4 is epi, f is mono and so we may take G’ as a closed subgroup of G with f 
the canonical injection. Since ker d = [J], (G’) = H. The proof is completed 
by observing that d is regular if and only if G’ is normal in G which is the 
case if and only if G’ = H. 1 
5.8. Remark. The second and third isomorphism theorems translate 
directly to valid statements in KrAlg. (The formula ‘tG//Ann(ZG, H) z !XH, 
where H is a closed normal subgroup of a compact group G, is useful in 
their proofs.) Of course the first, second and third isomorphism theorems are 
valid in any abelian category, but KrAlg is not abelian. 
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